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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF A NON-SYMMETRIC BAR

ABDERRAZZAK M A J D 1

Abstract. We study the 3-D elasticity problem m the case of a non-symmetric heterogeneous rod
The asymptotic expansion of the solution is constructed The coercitivity of the homogemzed équation
is proved Estimâtes are derived for the différence bet ween the truncated series and the exact solution

Résumé. Nous construisons un développement asymptotique de la solution du problème d'élasticité
dans une barre non symétrique Nous obtenons des équations homogénéisées umdimensionnelles dont
nous montrons la positivite Des estimations d'erreur permettent la justification de 1 aspect asympto-
tique de l'approximation
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1 INTRODUCTION

The mam objective of the paper is to construct and justify an asymptotic expansion of a solution of the
3-D elasticity problem for a non symmetrie heterogeneous rod The symmetrie case has been considered m [9],
and it was proved that the limit problem when the ratio of the diameter of a rod to lts length tends to
zero is represented by a diagonal matrix of the ordmary differential operators Thus the construct ion of the
homogemzed équation and the proofs of existence and uniqueness of this solution are substantially simplified
The non-symmetric bar is considered below We construct below an asymptotic expansion of a solution of the
problem The limit operator is presented by a full symmetrie matrix, this expresses the couplmg between the
components of displacement (tension, bending, and torsional component) The existence and uniqueness of
its solution are the conséquence of the positivity of elastic energy We give a priori estimâtes on the error
Similar questions for amsotropic beams aie studied m [11] and for bars in [12] The phenomenon of couplmg
appeared implicitly m the case of plates and exphcitly for beams A resuit of convergence was obtamed m [5]
for the thm cylmder The équations of the homogemzed problem are umdimensional, but their coefficients are
averages of the solutions of auxilhary problems m three dimensional cells Except m particular cases where one
can exphcitly calculate these coefficients, the resolution of these équations requires a numerical approximation
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FIGURE 1. An example of a non-symmetric rod.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let B be a two-dimensional bounded domain in M2. Assume that its boundary dB is smooth. Set x = (x2,xs).
Let £ be a small parameter (e <t^ 1) and let Q€ be a rod, F£ dénotes its latéral boundary (see Fig. 1).

Q£ = {xeR3;x1 € [0,1],- E B}.

r£ = {xeRs
] xi e [0,1],- e dB},

The 3 x 3 matrices A%3 are 1-periodic functions in £i. Let aZJki dénote the element of A%3 in link fe and column l.
The functions al:?fci(0 a r e piecewise smooth: they are infinitely differentiable except on some smooth surfaces
S l , these surfaces do not intersect the boundary of fi£. Dénote S = UE2. These coefficients satisfy the following
symmetry and positivity relations:

\aklJi = alki3 = a;jfcî for all fc, i, Z, j ,

1 3 « > 0 | CikzijiOvijVki ^ w TfijTjij, for each symmetrie constant matrix rfi3.

Throughout the paper the convention of summation over repeated indices is used. Introducé the notations

x) _ /x\ du(x)
v ~ v%Al3\e) dx0 'dv

were v% are the components of the unit normal vector to the boundary T£. We consider the elasticity équations

in Q£,

= 0, on r£ ,

' Leu{x) = ƒ(«),
du(x)

(2.1)

^u(x) is 1-periodic in #i,

wit h the natural conjugation conditions on the interface of discontinuity of the coefficients

\du(x)\
v-i

|s
= 0.

(2.2)
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[.] dénotes the jump of a function on the interface of discontinuity. The right-hand side f(x) and the un-
known u(x) are 3-dimensional vector functions. The Problem (2.1)-(2.2) simulâtes the stressed state of a
non-homogeneous rod. The éléments a%jki &re the elasticity coefficients. The right-hand side ƒ (x) is the density
of mass forces. We study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (2.1)-(2.2) in the case were the bar is
non-symmetric. We construct a formai asymptotic solution (FAS) of the Problem (2.1)-(2.2). We establish the
positivity of the limit problem. We prove that the FAS is an asymptotic expansion of an exact solution of the
problem and establish error estimâtes for the partial sum of the series of FAS's. If the ends of the rod are fixed
we must construct the boundary layer corrector. Full asymptotic expansion of the solution to (2.1) with mixed
conditions were constructed in [9,10]. In [6], the error estimâtes were proved for other norms.

3. A PARTICULAR EX AMPLE

3.1. Asymptotic expansion

For the first time, we study the particular case were the right-hand side f(x) dépends only on the first
component Xi, so the density of mass forces are unvarying on the cross-section, the torsional part of displacement
is zero. Let us present the right-hand side f{x\) as the form:

/ 1 0 0
fe(x)=A~1f(xi), were A = 0 e"1 0

\ 0 0 s'1

We seek a formai asymptotic expansion as

« Ë Î ^ ) t = (Xu£/e), (3.1)

were Ni(£) are 3 x 3 matrix functions 1-periodic in ^1} and v(xi) is a 3-vector function 1-periodic. Substitut-
ing (3.1) into équations of the Problem (2.1)-(2.2), we obtain

(x) - A"1 ƒ(*i) =
i=o

On the latéral boundary we have

The conjugation conditions on S land

+00

1=0
+00

1=0
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where

A MAJD

Let us require that

where ^ = const. We obtain the following récurrent chain of problem for

,iVj(£) is 1-periodic in £1.

Here, ki are chosen from the solvability conditions for (3.2):

ki =

Thus, the algorithm for constructing the matrices Ni(^) is inductive. Suppose that Ni(£) = 0 for each l < 0 and
7Vo(£) = I3. If l > 1 then Afy(£) is the solution of the Problem (3.2), note that the right-hand side is defrned by
the functions 7Vm(̂ ) with priority m <l. This condition may be used for defining A (̂£) inductively in terms of
the functions Mm of lower priority. We have

k0 = 0, = 0 and k2 =

and the following assertion is valid:

Lemma 3.1. The element k\x of the matrix fe2 ts positive, all the other éléments are zero.

Proof By substitution into (3.2), we verify that the second (the third) column of the matrix Ni(£) satisfies

0

For r, s G {1, 2, 3 }, we have

N[s) = fors -2 ,3 .
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for s — 2, 3, we have

kls -

Now let us prove k^1 = 0, we have

07

Applying the intégral identity for Problem (3.2) for iVi(£), with the function tf(^) = £s, which is 1-periodic in
£i. This proves the lemma. To prove that k^1 > 0 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 of Ref. [9]. D

Lemma 3.2. In the matrix kS} kf1 = /cf3 = kf = fcf3 = 0 . In the matrix k4: kf1 / 0, kf> ^ 0.

Proof. Let us prove that fc|2 = 0 ,

Applying the intégral identity for Problem (3.2) for l = 2, we obtain

kf = - ( é

Similarly, we prove that fc|3 — 0, fef2 = 0 and &|3 = 0 . For fc4) we use the proof of Lemma 5 of Ref. [9]. D
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3.2. Homogenized problems

Let us rewrite the équation for the function v{x\) and its derivatives

1=0
1 dx\

= A-1f(x1), an G (0,1)- (3.3)

Let us multiply (3.3) by A

According to the previous lemmas, one can write the first terms of (3.3)

1,11 1,12
A/O A/O

. 1„21 n n \ i
J 3

0 0 0 I L\ + e | e #t3
0 0 0

1
~xkf 0 0 L% + £2A fc4^l +

0 0 '

H'A ( \'"2 Afc' flj
e '-a Akl -—v-iy = / ( x i ) _

/ d 2 i , x A à3 U ^ \

dxl
d3

- - î

V /\ dxl /
The vs(xi) (s = 1, 2, 3) are the components of the vector v{x\). Collecting similar terms of e, we obtain

+ 0 0

, 1 1 6 ( 0 , 1 ) . (3-4)
1=0

Dénote -—z by ds, thus
dx

Lo = k21d3 kj2d4 k23d4
Xro (JL IvA ^ rVA

V k3i

We seek the function v(xi), solution of (3.4) as

+ OO

v(xi) = y^t
t=0

The functions Vt(xi) are periodic and independent of e:. After substitution (3.5) into (3.4), we obtain

+oo +oo +oo

(3.5)

1=0 t=o t=o,i=o
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After the following changes of index: V = l +1, we obtain

+00 f / W \

s I / LiVi'—i{x\) — $i'of{xi) ] = 0.

\ ̂ ^ 1
\ ~ /

By identification of the coefficient of el to zero, we have for V > 0

1=0

Thus for V — 0, we have
^i ^ [0,1],

for V > 1,

LQVI*(X1) = FV(X1), X! e [0,1], (3-6)

where

The conditions for periodicity of vif(x\) and its derivatives added to équations (3.6) define the homogenized
problem of Vt(xi). The right-hand side Fy(xi) of (3.6) contains the derivatives of functions t>t(xi), with t < Z',
thus we define vi(x\) inductively. Now let us prove that this équation has one solution. The proof is based
on the Lax-Milgram lemma. Dénote V to be the space of vector functions of H1 (M)3 1-periodic. We define in
V x V the bilinear functional

For l > 0, Hi is the linear functional defined in V by

Hl((j>(x1))= [ Fl{x1)4>{x)dx1.
Jo

The Problem (3.6) is equivalent to a variational problem

f find^GV
1 l)\a&,<j>) = Hl(<p) V0SV.

Lemma 3.3. There exists a positive constant C such that, for each function tp(xi) G V, we have

Proof. Let the elasticity operator

x\ du(x)
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Let us make the following changes of variables

'xi = £i,

X2 = £ & ,

we define w(£)

\

{wsiO = €Us(x).
Dénote QQ the bar Qo = [0,1] x B. Let us multiply the second and the third component of the first équation
of (3.7) by e~l and multiply components of the second équation by e~2 and multiply the first component of the
second équation by e"1. Then the équations (3.7) take the form

? J (3.8)
on dB)

bï}(0 = (e) l3kl azj ( —ï &Ï 6 ) ï where 8%3ki = ö2l + 53z + 52 j + 53j + 52z + <fo + 2̂fc + ̂ 3fc-

The matrices B%3 satisfy conditions of symmetry and positivity. The following inequality holds for any function

from V that satisfies relation / w(£)d£ = 0
Jon

f
C > 0, where C is the constant form of Korn's inequality for Qo. Since, we have

_ 2

thus

-2

Applying intégral identity, we obtain

T f ( . , ,du(x) öix(z)\ / / d / , ,au(a:)\ , A J

- / v%A%3{x) v ,u{x) ds- / [v% \Al3(x)-~—L L u x) ds .

Let the function

1=0
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where Ni(£) are the solutions of Problem (3.2). We can verify by the direct substitution that

4

'^

= £
2mes(5) t (Te^Ah^^^MXl)) àx1 + O(e3

J i=2 dx )

= £2mes(B) f
Jo

Finally
ri

mes(B) / (L0^i),tp^i))d^ + O(e) > C\\OJ(0\\2-
Jo

On the other hand, we have

We obtain

D
The bilinear functional a(ip,<f>) is positive, Ht is continuous in the norm of V. By Lax-Milgram lemma, we prove
that Problem (Vi) has one and only one solution.

33 . An error es t imat ion

In order to justify the expansion, we replace the formai asymptotic expansion obtained above by partial
sums of u(°°\x) and de v(xi). We substitute the partial sums into the variational formulation of Problem (2.1),
and dérive a priori estimâtes on the errors due to these truncations. So we prove that the formai asymptotic
expansion built above is the asymptotic expansion of the exact solution. The following theorem gives a priori
error estimation.

Theorem 3.1. For each integer K, there exists a constant M independent of e such that

HA"1 (ue(x) - uW{x)) ||ffi(c.) < MeK+1.

Proof. We prove this estimation in the gênerai case. For K = 0, we have:

Corollary 3.1. There exists a constant M independent of e such that

| |A-V(x) - VO(ZI) -eiViC-J-^-UöfciMltfi^) < ME.

||e«2(x)-v§(a;i)||L2(ne) < Me.
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4. A CASE WITH TORSION

4.1. Formai expansion

Now let us suppose that the right-hand side f£ dépends on ail components of x and has the following structure:

In the above notation <!>(£) is the rigid displacement matrix

1 0 0 0
= 0 1 0 - o f c

V 0 0 1 a&

where the constant a is defined by

1 / 2

and K is defined by
1 0 0 0 \
0 s"1 0 0
0 0 e~x 0
0 0 0 1 /

We assume that the 4 x 4 matrix function 0(£) is 1-periodic in £i,
* € C°°(R). Let us rewrite f(x) as the sum

where

is a 4-dimensional vector and

and Y = [0,1] x B. We seek a formai asymptotic expansion as

(4-1)
i=o

where Ni(
we obtain

are matrix functions 1-periodic in ̂ i, and v(xi) is a 3-vector function. As in the first case,

(4.2)
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= 0 whenever l < 0. As in theHM^ TM 3 GM a r e o b t a i n e d b y replacing N(Ç) with M(£). Hère
procedure from the previous case, we require that

for / > 0, ^ ( 0 = $(1)^ , for l > 0, ^ M ( 0
Gftf) = Gf(O = 0 [iV,(0] = [M«(0] = 0, [Gf(O] = [Gf(0] = 0>

where h^" and hf4 are constant 4 x 4 matrices. We obtain the following récurrent chain of problems for

(0,1) x B.

^ Ni is 1-periodic in £i.

Here, as previously, ftf^ are chosen from the solvability conditions for the Problem (4.4):

Mi(£) are the solution of the same problems with Ni replaced by Mi. However MQ(£) is the solution of the
problem

e (o, i) x B.

( 4 5 )

Thus, the algorithm for constructing the matrices Ni and M̂  is inductive. Suppose that Ni = 0, M; = 0 for
l < 0, iVo(£) = $(0) a n d ^o is the solution of (4.5). If l > 0, then AT£ and Mi are solution of Problem (4.4).
The right-hand side of these problems contains Nm and Mm with indices m < Z, which permits us to define
them successively. We have

For matrices hf1 (1= 2, 3, 4), as in the first case, we prove

Lemma 4.1. In the matrix h^ non-zero éléments can occupy only the following positions marked by stars: we
have

* o o *
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
* o o *

hl1 ^ 0, hf > 0. In the matrix hg, hf = hf = hf = /i|2 = 0. In t/ie matrix /if, hf ^ 0 and fcf ^ °-
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4.2. Homogenized problems

After the construction of hf and hf1, one can write the équation of v(x±)

(0,1). (4.6)
i=o

We seek t>(xi), solution of (4.6), as
+ OO

v(xi) =
t=0

The vt{x\) are periodic 4-dimensional vector functions. As in the first case, we obtain the homogenized problems,
for V > 0, we have

ffdl^*l) - 0, Xl e [0,1].+
For V = 0, we obtain

For V > 1,

where

LovQ(xi) = G [0,1].

e [0,1]. (4.7)

Ft{Xl) =

The algorithm for constructing vt(xi), solution of the Problem (4.7) is inductive. As in the Paragraph (3.2),
we write

9 19 \

\ hfd2 hfd3 hfd3 h\Ad2 )
In order to prove that Problem (4.7) has one solution, let us add some conditions. Dénote M the matrix
defined by

1 f T

The domain B is non-symmetric, so M. is different to the identity matrix I4. We must change the center of
référence to have A4 = I4, then

f f
JB ' JB

The Problem (4.7) is equivalent to a variational problem

s u c n

( z)

Let us prove that the Problem (Vi ) has one and only one solution. Let K be an integer and define the fonction
uK{x)
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The functions Ni(Ç) and Mfâ) are solutions of Problems (4.4), as in the Paragraph (3.2), there exists a positive
constant C such that

where

in f act, according to the Korn's inequality, we have

Applying the intégral identity for Problem (2.1), we have

As in Paragraph (3.2), we obtain

mes(B) / (
Jo

Taking into account the previous conditions, we have for s — 1,2, JQ £s^
4(£i)d£ = 0, then

On the other hand,

Finally, we obtain

Then

There exists a positive constant C such that

The bilinear functional a(ip^<j)) — (Lo^,0) defined in V is positive. Hi{<p) = fQ (Fi(xi)7<p(xi))dxi is continuous
in V. By Lax-Milgram lemma, we prove that for each l the Problem {Vi) has one and only one solution in V.
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4.3. Justification of the asymptotic

In order to justify the expansion, we replace the formai asymptotic expansions obtained above by partial
sums of series u£ and v. First, we prove some lemmas on the properties of the functions vt(xi)> Ni(£) and

Lemma 4.2. For each integer k, there exists a constant C dependent on t but independent of e such that

Proof. All functions vt(xi) are solutions of the ordinary Equations (4.7) with mixed boundary conditions. We
can prove by induction using the form of the right hand-side functions that these solution are infinitely smooth.

D

Lemma 4.3. The functions Ni(£), solutions of Problems (4-4), satisfy the following inequahties:

where Mi is a positive constant independent of e.

Ó.X

Proof. Is analogous to that of Lemma 3.2 of [3].

For functions Mz(£), a similar lemma holds. Consider the partial sum vSK\x) of the expansion (4.1)

j=o

where

K

t=0

Lemma 4.4. The funchon u^K^{x) is the solution of the following problem

x)) = f(x) + eK+1F°(x)
ôx m

^1 = vmeK+1Fm(x) on F,

du

U(K) %s X-

D

(4.8)

(4.9)

in

where ||i7im||L2(ne) < M and M is a constant independent of e.
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Proof. The substitution of (4.8) in (2.1) leads to

= E ̂ ~2^ fr

i=o

We replace the terms between parenthesis respectively by ft^
obtain

— LÇÇNK+2(0
 an<i

«•+2

where

(0

In (4.10), we set

then

2, - 0

, = 0

E Ê''"2
t=o

_ H'

As in the construction of the homogenized équation, we obtain

K [ l'

where

<

\\F0(x)\\L,iaJ <

1083

>
 w e
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Analogously we have

du(K){x)

£

A. MAJD

In the other hand. we have

then

FK+I

The matrices G^fë) and Gf^fë) are zero, we obtain

du

Taking into account inequalities of functions
for Fm(x).

Introducé

l(x) on r .

and vt{x{), we prove the inequality announced
D

here ue{x) is the solution of (2.1)-(2.2). The function ù^)(a;) is the solution of the following problem

in

_

^^ is 1-periodic in xi-

where ||^m||L2(ne) < M and M is a constant independent of e.
Using Theorem (1.6) of [3] we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. For each integer K, there exists a positive constante independent of e such that

(4.11)

<CeK+\
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